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FINANCE & SUPPORT SERVICES
CORPORATE SERVICES

JOINT POLICING COMMITTEE

REGISTER OF ELECTORS
Clare County Council is currently carrying out the annual review of the Register of Electors which will be
effective from 15th February 2018. For those who
wish to know if they are on the register, they should
check the website www.checktheregister.ie and if
they wish to register, details for same are on www.
clarecoco.ie.

HUMAN RESOURCES

A meeting of the Joint Policing Committee was held
on 11th September 2017.
A presentation was given by Mr. Barry Keating, Road
Safety Officer and he gave details of trends in road
accidents and new initiatives to improve road safety.
The Chief Superintendent, John Kerin (pictured below) gave an update on policing activity in the year
to date under all the categories of policing activity.

Recruitment:

Training:
Approximately 318 staff participated in 22 training
courses during the month of September with courses including: CPC Driver Training (9), Competencybased interview skills (58), Safe Working Near Water
(84), IPB Managing Serious Incidents (110) and Junior Achievement Training (5) among others. A preretirement course is planned to be run in November. The course will cover various aspects related to
retirement including legal matters, taxation, finance
options, social welfare entitlements along with
health, fitness and well-being.
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Current recruitment competitions in progress include:
- Senior Staff Officer,
- Administrative Officer,
- Retained Fire-fighters
- and Pools Lifeguards.
Full details and application forms can be found on
www.clarecoco.ie.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

EMPLOYMENT & LOCAL ENTERPRISE OFFICE

PLANNING & ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
September 2017 - Key Activities

• Throughout the month of September LEO ran six training
programmes which had an attendance of 88 people. These Programmes included both one day and the commencement of six
week programmes.
• On September 9th LEO Clare held the Fourth BiaFest of the
year. This month’s Biafest also marked the official launch of The
Ennis Food Festival which takes place from the 12th-15th October. Biafest continues to be well supported by both Food producers and the public.
• Clare County Council through LEO Clare hosted a delegation
from Rhode Island on the 17th and 18th September. The purpose
of their visit was to build a mutually beneficial relationship between Clare and RI with a particular focus on ensuring the Norwegian Air service between Shannon and Providence RI is financially viable. An evening function was held in Bunratty at which
Minister of State with special responsibility for Trade, Employment, Business, EU Digital Single Market and Data Protection Pat
Breen TD attended. The event was also attended by Clare based
businesses, tourism interests and elected members. The Rhode
Island Commerce Corporation, comprising business, tourism and
government representatives, was led by Mayor Scott Avedisian,
City of Warwick.

• 71 planning applications were received by Clare County
Council in September bringing the total number received for
2017 to 747. 15 pre-planning applications were also received
during the month of September.
• Enforcement – 10 complaints were received, 8 warning letters were issued, 4 files were closed and 2 files were referred
for legal proceedings during the month of September.
• 10 estates were taken in charge in September 2017; 5 in
the West Clare Municipal District, 2 in the Shannon Municipal
District and 3 in the Ennis Municipal District, bringing to 20,
the total number of estates taken in charge to date in 2017.

TOURISM

September 2017 - Key Activities

• Having spent 12 years as Director of the Cliffs of Moher Visitor Experience, Katherine Webster has decided to move on
to pastures new. In her time as Director, she led the growth
in visitor numbers, achieved numerous awards for the visitor
centre and welcomed many dignitaries and film crews and
has ensured that the Cliffs of Moher retains its position as
the most visited natural attraction in the Country. We take
this opportunity to thank her for all her work and her commitment and wish her well in her career. She is replaced by
Geraldine Enright, who held the position of Assistant Manager with the company, Geraldine takes up her new role from
1 October 2017.

• LEO Clare formally arranged a number of meetings between
Clare based enterprises and specific representatives of the RI
delegation aimed at developing new business partnerships.
• LEO Clare was represented at both the Kilrush and Kilkee BOI
Enterprise Town events. 100 businesses were present in Kilrush
while 80 were present in Kilkee. The Kilrush event was attended
by Minister Pat Breen and Dragons Den Gavin Duffy while Timmy
Dooley TD and Daithi O’Shea attended the Kilkee event.
• Throughout the last week of September LEO Clare ran three
induction days to launch our Student Enterprise programmes.
The events, attended by over 650 students from 11 schools, were
held in Ennis and Spanish Point.

• A model for sustainable tourism destination development
that can be implemented by destination managers across the
world will be unveiled at a major international conference at
the Falls Hotel & Spa in Ennistymon, on 23 November. The
Burren & Cliffs of Moher UNESCO Global Geopark, which will
host the ‘GeoparkLIFE: Tourism for Conservation’ conference,
announced the conference during September.
• The programme for the sixth annual Burren Food Fayre at
the Pavilion, Lisdoonvarna, on October 28th and 29th has
been announced. Organised by The Burren Ecotourism Network and supported by The Burren & Cliffs of Moher UNESCO
Global Geopark, Clare County Council and Failte Ireland, this
year’s Fayre features a comprehensive programme of food
demonstrations and workshops, hosted by food writers, producers, and restaurants from the Burren and further afield.

• LEO Clare approved grant aid funding to 5 enterprises of
€137,000 bringing the total approved funding year to date to
€634,000.
• 30 September was the closing date for this year’s Irelands Best
Young Entrepreneur (entrepreneurs aged 18-35) with 32 applications received.
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT
September 2017 Actions: Monthly Management Report for the September Meeting of Clare County Council.

Rural Development Strategy launched
The Clare Rural Development Strategy 2026 was launched on
7th September 2017 by Michael Ring, T.D., Minister for Rural
and Community Development at a ceremony hosted by the
Clare Rural Development Forum in Kilmaley Community DayCare Centre. Clare has become the first county to launch a
rural development strategy following the Government’s Action
Plan for Rural Development.
The 10-year blueprint targets the creation of 4,000 jobs over
the lifetime of the plan through the development of community-led social enterprises supported by Enterprise Ireland, Local
Enterprise Office Clare, the Office of the Action Plan for Jobs
(APJ), the LEADER Programme and the rural and community
support unit of Clare County Council.

Digital hubs will be established at numerous locations throughout the county to support rural enterprise by facilitating e-working, small-scale training and conferencing.
The Strategy also targets the development of community-run Multi-Service Centres which will aim to provide a range of public
services such as GP, postal, social protection, health, transport, advice and information from a single building. Innovative rural
transport initiatives such as a type of ‘Rural Uber’, community car pooling and community bus services are also earmarked under the Strategy, while Clare County Council will be establishing Rural Community Development Officers in each of Clare’s four
Municipal Districts in late 2017.

On a recent visit to Kilmaley Day Care Centre was Mr. Jim Daly,
Minister of State at the Department of Health with special
responsibility for mental health and older people, to discuss
this Rural Development and Social Enterprise model.

Members of the Clare Comhairle na nÓg committee pictured in
the Council Chamber at Áras Contae an Chláir with student delegates who received certificates marking their participation in
Clare Comhairle na nÓg during 2016 and 2017.
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Tidy Towns success for Clare
Lisdoonvarna won an Endeavour Award, and Bronze Medals
were awarded to Quin, Ballynacally, Ballyvaughan and Tuamgraney.
The award success marks the culmination of months of hard
work by local volunteers and members of the Ennis Tidy Towns
Committee to improve the appearance of the town and its environs.

Ennis has been named Ireland’s Tidiest Large Urban Centre in
the 59h annual National Tidy Towns Competition, while Kilrush has joined the Clare County Capital in being awarded a
Gold Medal in its category.

Despite the huge volume of people that live in and visit Ennis,
this large town has successfully managed to retain its unique
heritage charm and tidy appearance.

The result was announced at the 2017 National SuperValu TidyTowns Awards Ceremony at the Helix in Dublin.
Ennis was marked against strict adjudication criteria and beat
off stiff competition from other large urban centres throughout
the country.

The adjudication panel referenced how clean Ennis was kept
during this year’s Fleadh which is testament to the collaborative approach adopted by Ennis Tidy Towns, the local authority,
community groups, schools, residents associations, businesses
and State agencies.
Full details of all this year’s winners are available at www.tidytowns.ie.
The Rural Development Directorate will shortly be engaging
with communities involved in the competition to identify needs
and supports for the 2018 competition which marks the 60th
Anniversary of the Tidy Towns Competition.

It’s the seventh time that Ennis has been designated Ireland’s
Tidiest Large Urban Centre, having won the award in 2006, 2008
and 2009, 2012, 2013 and 2016.
Ennis was named overall winner of the ‘Gum Litter Task Force’
and ‘Can it’ awards, while the County Capital also picked up a
County Award along with Kilrush and Mountshannon.

Category A
Mountshannon
Ruan		
Labasheeda
Bridgetown
Killimer		
Cranny		
Cooraclare
Carrigaholt
Connolly		
Whitegate
Feakle		
Bodyke		
Mullagh		
Boston		
Spanish Point
Cross		

324
311
308
286
282
279
277
266
265
264
258
254
248
231
224
215

Category B
Ballynacally
Ballyvaughan
Tuamgraney
Doonbeg
Kildysart		
Lissycasey
Corofin		
Ennistymon
Kilmihil		
Scariff		
Tulla		
Barefield
Miltown Malbay
Kilkishen
O’Brien’s Bridge
Lisdoonvarna
Kilmurry
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321
320
318
304
295
293
291
280
279
278
272
262
250
241
240
237
231

Category C
Quin		
Kilkee		
Newmarket
Clarecastle

316
311
302
293

Category D
Kilrush		
Sixmilebridge

325
306

Category E
Shannon		

300

Category G
Ennis		

331
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
ROADWORKS PROGRAMME & OPERATIONS

The overlay work which had been scheduled for 2016 for Bealaha on the N67, but couldn’t proceed because watermain rehabilitation works which had been planned by Irish Water didn’t
go ahead, is to proceed in the near future as agreement was
reached with Irish Water to the effect that when the Watermain
Rehabilitation Works proceed, the overlay works will also proceed as a sub-contract of the watermain project. The current
position is that the tender documents have been prepared and it
is understood that the tender process will get underway shortly.
With regard to the 2017 Roadworks Programme the following
are the overall allocations confirmed from the three funding
sources which facilitate the overall budget provision:
•
€923,000 from the TII in respect of National Routes –
but excluding the annual overlay programme which was confirmed later in the year (in June).
•
€14,803,865 from the DTTAS in respect of Non-National
routes – an increase of 13.8% over 2016.
•
€2,839,359 from the Council’s Own Resources – an increase of 0.77% when compared with the 2016 allocation.
•
The foregoing adds up to a total fund of €18,566,224.
Implementation of the various programmes as approved in the
2017 SMDW is ongoing and the scheduled works are well ad-

PUBLIC LIGHTING

vanced. The surface dressing programme has been completed
and all of the other sub-programmes are progressing at a pace
which is consisted with expectations – Restoration Improvement, Low Cost Safety, the Bridge Rehab programme, the supplementary Local Secondary and Tertiary programme and so on.
The Part VIII process pertaining to the Latoon Bridge remediation
project was approved at the June meeting, the tender process
is ongoing and is expected to reach a conclusion shortly. The
initiation contract – to facilitate diversion of services – is getting
underway imminently and the main contract is expected to get
underway in November – this, regrettably, will involve a road closure and traffic diversion over a number of months.
The annual overlay programme contracts are underway at various locations in the county – including at 4 locations on the National Secondary Route network (2 sections of the N67 between
Kilrush and Moneypoint, one section of the N68 at Darragh and
the Square in Kilrush). Total contract values are almost €3 million.
Community Involvement Scheme applications were submitted
by the June 9th closing date. A total of 28 applications were
submitted – however, the private contributions payable were
only submitted in respect of 14 and, as a result, the programme
involves expenditure of approximately €200,000 out of the
€363,000 which had been allocated at the beginning of the year.
A grant of €482,000 was confirmed by the Dept of Rural and
Community in respect of a Local Improvement Scheme programme for 2017. A total of 24 schemes are proposed and at
present, the Council is awaiting payment of the private contributions which are payable so that the programme can be finalised
– October 6th is the closing date for receipt of same. Following
finalisation of the 2017 programme, applications for the 2018
and following years programmes will be invited through press
advertisement.
ponent of the Councils infrastructure and significant investment is required in this area if the current statutory target of
achieving a carbon footprint reduction of 33% (based on 2009
levels) by 2020 is to materialise – options to facilitate progress
in this regard are being examined – both in local and National
contexts. To date, almost half of the target reduction has been
achieved and so the challenge ahead in this regard is considerable. The fact that the National Inventory of Public Lights
has been updated is key to achievement of the objective. The
National Public Lighting steering group is of the view that an
investment of between €250 and €300 million is required (Nationally) to provide the necessary upgrade to the infrastructure
over the next 3.5 years

Clare County Council has responsibility for the management
and maintenance of more than 13,000 public lights in the
county (CCC does not have responsibility for those pertaining
to the Motorway Network). These lights are maintained under
contract by Airtricity – in general, the contract is working well
and in compliance in that the number of public lights which are
out of order at any time doesn’t exceed 2%.
Public Lighting is the single biggest energy consumption com-
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For the benefit of Councillors, the following are the options
available to facilitate reporting of public lighting faults:
For the benefit of Councillors, the following are the options
available to facilitate reporting of public lighting faults:
• Internet: Direct reporting on our website – www.airtricitysolutions.com
• Phone: Airtricity Utility Solutions dedicated Call Centre –
1850 372 772
• Local Authority Identification – via www.clarecoco.ie or Contact number
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STORM DAMAGE (Jan/Feb 2014)

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

• Cumulative expenditure to date is in excess of €15.5 million.
• The sum remaining to be spent in relation to the coastal damage repair programme is €3.5 million. The programme pertaining to same should
be substantially completed by the end of 2017 or the Spring of 2018 pending successful passage through outstanding approvals process. The main
outstanding project in this context will involve extension of the already completed Promenade revetment project in a Southerly direction at the
back of Lahinch village – planning approval has already been confirmed but the outcome of the ancillary Foreshore Lease application is awaited.
• Separately, the strategy pertaining to coastal strengthening proposals is ongoing (SEE BELOW). The cost of Feasibility Studies and other ancillary
outlay is being separately funded by the Office of Public Works and is not part of the sums referred to under the previous 2 bullet points.
The following table sets out the current position in relation to Strengthening and significant Remediation projects:

PROJECT

CURRENT SITUATION

Cloughaninchy

The most recent proposal submitted to the OPW has been approved in principle and an allocation of
€36,000 has been confirmed to facilitate design and submission as a formal Planning application – this work
is ongoing and the Planning process should get underway by the end of this year.

New Quay/Aughinish

The Feasibility Study has been completed by the consultants – it would not be possible to implement any
solutions identified in a manner which would result in a positive BCR outcome and so it is unlikely that OPW
approval would be forthcoming in relation to same.

Doolin

Feasibility Study nearing completion. The key point to be clarified relates to how coastal defence solutions
would interact with and complement the separate proposed harbour area development plan which is being
prepared at present. In this context, design criteria will be finalised shortly and it is expected that a positive
BCR will emerge in association with the proposal to be submitted to the OPW.

Liscannor Bay: Clehane, Adja- Feasibility Study completed and submitted to the OPW –response currently awaited from the OPW.
cent to Pitch & Putt, Liscannor
Lahinch Central (Prom Area)

Contract substantially completed

Lahinch South

Consultants design work ongoing. The formal planning process (Part VIII) concluded in May. The ancillary
Foreshore Licence Application process is ongoing and an outcome is awaited. This coastal strengthening
project will proceed as soon as possible after the Foreshore Lease is confirmed.

Whitestrand (Miltown), Span- Feasibility Study completed and submitted to the OPW – response awaited.
ish Point, Quilty
Ross Bay

Strengthening requirements – application to appoint consultant to carry out Feasibiliry Study still under
consideration by the OPW.

Kilbaha

Feasibility Study draft completed – to be submitted to the OPW shortly.

Atlantic Coastline/IFA

Contract works completed in Farrihy & Doonmore. Significant environmental sensitivities in the vicinity of
Lough Donnell has resulted in liaison with NPWS. The outcome envisages a proposal to restore the original
sluice arrangements (subject of formal Planning process, planning application is being prepared at present).

Estuary Coastline/IFA

Design work ongoing in relation to multiple locations. Contract works have been completed on sluices at
Ballynacally and Kildysart and on sea walls at Burrane, Killimer and Carrownacalla, Kilrush. Embankment
works ongoing at a number of locations.Ballynacally and Kildysart and on sea walls at Burrane, Killimer and
Carrownacalla, Kilrush. Embankment reconstruction works to be tendered shortly in relation to sites at
Kildysart and general vicinity.

WINTER 2015/16 – flooding impact

drainage infrastructure as well as extension of the down-gradiant open
channel system to facilitate efficient disposal of surface water to the
Cleadagh River. A consultant has been appointed and is well advanced
on preparation of a formal planning application, to be followed by application to the OPW for funding to implement the proposed solution.
• Ballyvaughan: A hydrological assessment in relation to the problems
experienced in Ballyvaughan has been completed. The proposed solution would involve capacity adjustment of the existing channel and
outfall facilitating drainage of the catchment which heretofore hasn’t
been able to cope in extreme flooding situations. The BCR is marginally
positive and a consultant is to be procured shortly to facilitate pursuit of
planning approval, funding and implementation.
• Murtyclough: The N67 was closed to traffic for 6 weeks in late 2015/
early 2016 and the recommended solution, following a hydrological
assessment, involves the provision of a pumping station to dispose of
surplus flood water to Galway Bay. There are significant environmental
designations and sensitivities in the area. The project consultant is at
an advanced stage on the preparation of a formal planning application
following which funding to facilitate implementation will be pursued.
• Kilkee: Following on from an extreme flood event in Kilkee in February, and taking account of the fact that the location is acknowledged
in CFRAMS as one which is in need of further assessment, we propose
to arrange for feasibility regarding the development of an appropriate
flood defence scheme.

Arising from the extreme flood events of the 2015/16 Winter period,
the Council has been pursuing feasible solutions in a number of areas
with a view to minimisation of risk in the event that situations of a similar nature occur again. Among the locations under consideration are
Springfield, Milltown Malbay, Ballyvaughan and Murtyclough (near New
Quay) – the up to date position in relation to each is as follows:
• Springfield, Clonlara: Following on from provision of additional information by the Council and submission of an ancillary appeal, the OPW
has carried out a review of its original findings. The draft outcome
of this review is encouraging as it identifies a potential positive BCR
solution which envisages the construction of an embankment with a
1/1000 year level of protection between the vulnerable residential area
of Springfield and the Shannon River Channel. In the past few weeks
the OPW has confirmed its approval to the Council to appoint a consultant, who, in the first instance is required to establish the feasibility
of the proposed solution from economic, technical and environmental
perspectives. The tender process to facilitate appointment is almost
concluded and the commission will get underway as soon as possible.
• Milltown Malbay: A hydrological assessment of the Northern part of
the town, centred around Church Street has been completed and proposes a solution which would involve upgrading of existing culvert and
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CAPITAL PROJECTS

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

modation building, parking and other ancillary facilities at Doolin
Pier in the near future.
• Blakes Corner – During the second half of 2016, separate determinations from TII and An Bord Pleannala confirmed that a 2 stage
approach to approval to the project would not be acceptable and
that the appropriate Planning Process to deal with it would be the
Part VIII procedure. The steering group is presently considering options based on the current position as outlined above and liaison is
continuing with TII. It is expected that a formal planning application
to facilitate development of the project will be submitted to Clare Co
Council before the end of this year.

• Killaloe By-Pass - The protracted Judicial Review and subsequent
appeals concluded in November, 2016 with confirmation of final approval for the project. Notices to Treat were served and the submissions received in response to same have been examined. Liaison
is taking place with property owners and acquisitions of the required
lands is the current key objective – this is progressing well. An allocation of €500,000 is included in the 2017 Schedule of Road Grants
to facilitate this.
• Limerick Northern Distributor Road (Phase 2) – In May of this
year, Limerick City and County Council passed the variation pertaining to the Limerick element of the project – meaning that the entire
route corridor is now identified and reserved in both the Limerick
and Clare Development Plans. The momentum of the Preliminary
Design work on the project has now resumed to pre-July, 2015 levels
and will continue until a draft design for the scheme is completed –
at which point Councillors will be updated. The presently ongoing
design phase will take in the region of 6 months to complete and will
facilitate the design of the new road within the route corridor which
is now reflected in both the Clare and Limerick Development Plans.
The road, when constructed, will occupy a footprint of significantly
less width that that of the corridor. Therefore, the design process
will take account of, in so far as is feasible, local concerns by locating the road as appropriately as possible within the corridor and by
incorporating whatever mitigating measures are required to ensure
that any adverse environmental or other impacts which may evolve
are negated.
• Doolin Pier and Village Masterplan – The project consultants recently completed preparation of a draft masterplan which was the
subject of a Public Consultation event hosted in Hotel Doolin on
June 20th last. The event was well attended and a total of 12 submissions were made on foot of same. The submissions are being
considered. The Council hopes to be in a position to submit formal
planning proposals in relation to the development of a new accom-
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• N85 Kilnamona Realignment Scheme - Preliminary Design work
is reaching a conclusion and Ennis MD Councillors have been briefed
regarding the preferred route proposal. Consultation with effected
property owners is ongoing and further survey and assessment is
ongoing on foot of feedback received from them.
• Ennis South Flood Relief Scheme – The project has been approved
by the OPW. Tenders have been submitted and their assessment by
the project consultants is well advanced.
• West Clare Railway Greenway – Construction work is completed
on the 3.5km section from Ennis Town Centre to Lees Road Sports
and Amenity Park and along a section of similar length between Ennistimon and Lahinch. Property owners were written to in May and
consultations have taken place with the IFA to advise of progress
in relation to landowner liaison and to discuss matters of concern
which are being brought to our attention. One to one consultation
has been ongoing with potentially impacted property owners and at
this stage approximately 30% have been engaged with. The process of identification of the most appropriate route and associated
deliberations with land owners will, by its nature, be time consuming
and will be followed by the preparation of a briefing document to
facilitate liaison with the Department of Transport regarding a strategic approach to be adapted in relation to the development of the
overall project – almost 50km of cycleway along the route (in so far
as is feasible) of the West Clare Railway.
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WATER SERVICES

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Water & Wastewater operational – key points:

Water Services reform and other issues:

The most significant individual operational items during the month:

• Clare County Council and Trade Union representatives are progress-

Water:

ing with the internal restructuring of the Water Services Section for
the delivery of operations in the county. Further discussion with the
individuals concerned and the Unions will now take place with a view
to implementing the changes in a timely fashion.
• Following expressions of Interest received for the “Find and Fix” leak
detection programme, HR carried out interviews to fill the positions.
Offers are due to be made in the coming days and once training has
taken place, the Programme will commence.
• A meeting between Water Services Capital Staff and Irish Water took
place on Monday 25th September regarding the establishment of the
Regional Capital Offices throughout the Country. An Impact Assessment is now required to be completed which will capture the impact
on the Local Authority in moving from the current model of delivering
capital work to the future state Regional Capital Office structure.
• Other transformation projects – including planned maintenance –
are being progressed but there have been no major developments on
these projects since June.
• Engagement with Irish Water on the agreement/negotiation of the
Annual Service Plan for 2018 will begin shortly and this will include
agreement on staff numbers and budget for the year ahead.

• No major incidents to report in the Water Operations Section for
September.

• A number of water quality issues were observed in the Network,
however, which were directly related to the delay in commissioning
works carried out by Irish Water and Contractors associated with the
Disinfection Project.
• Operations Staff continue to work with Irish Water to expedite the
completion of the outstanding works to avoid the recurrence of these
issues.

Wastewater:
• The EPA are continuing their inspections of waste water treatment

plants with Audits taking place in Kilfenora, Tulla, and Quin in September.

• No major incidents to report in the Wastewater operations during
September.

WATER SERVICES (Capital projects):
Irish Water has received tenders from consultant engineers for projects in the 2017-2021 Capital Investment Programme (CIP). The
initial tender evaluation has been completed and the consulting engineer appointment for Clare is imminent.
The 2017-2021 CIP currently incorporates three agglomerations in Clare (Shannon, Ennistymon & Newmarket on Fergus) as well as
continuation of wastewater treatment upgrades at Quin and Kilfenora. Lahinch WWTP is now also being considered for improvement
works.
Untreated agglomerations (UTAS) are Major Capital Projects in addition to the CIP 2017-2021. This involves 5 Clare towns and villages with less than adequate wastewater treatment facilities – Ballyvaughan, Clarecastle, Kilkee, Kilrush & Liscannor. RPS consulting
engineers have been appointed by IW and the project has commenced with a review of the Gate 1 studies and the submission of the
Design Inception Report.
Hereunder is a summary of any changes in status of significant capital projects:
WATER PROJECTS
Ennis water mains rehabilitation project phase 2

Work to rectify control issues on the ring main along the N85 has been finished and the ring main is fully operational. The project is now fully completed.

Rockmount WTP

Irish Water has approved funding for the following works in relation to Rockmount WTP:
http://www.passgallery.com/Purchase land and construct a pumping station north of Milltown Malbay.
Decommission the existing Rockmount WTP.
•
•
Construct new 2,000 cubic meter reservoir on the site of the decommissioned WTP.
•
Linkage to existing countywide SCADA, consistent with Irish Water Specifications.
•
Tender documents are currently under review.
The land has now been purchased and the pumping station has been completed.

Networks Portfolio

Irish Water has developed a new Capital strand with the aim of leak reduction. Shareridge have been appointed by Irish Water to this project which will run for two years. Projects approved and currently at design
stage are;
•
Main St_Newmarket on Fergus,
•
Millstream Est and Convent Hill_Killaloe,
•
Bridgetown Fahy,
•
Griffins Cross to Mount Catherine,
•
Rehab Highfield Park_ Ennis
Works will also include establishment of District Metering Areas and a countywide Find&Fix leak programme.

Networks Portfolio

Old & New Doolugh, Corofin and Ballymacraven WTP have been approved for upgrades. Contract Documents
are currently being prepared for the appointment of Consultants.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
WASTEWATER PROJECTS
Clonroadmore wastewater treatment plant (Ennis) upgrade

The construction stage and the first period of process proving of Clonroadmore WWTP have been
completed. The 14 day operational trial of the Screening and Grit removal systems at Francis St
& Tulla Rd Pumping Stations has been completed. A recommendation from the ER is imminent.

Shannon wastewater treatment
plant upgrade phase 1 – inlet
works

The construction stage and the commissioning phase have been completed. The 56 day flow
& load survey was completed in June. The commissioning certificate has been issued. The final
account report is at a draft stage.

Francis Street Pumpstation
Upgrade

Tender docs for Francis St are currently being prepared. This will incorporate an upgrade of the
four pumps in the storm overflow chamber and ancillary works. Following this the project will
be put out to tender.

Kilfenora WWTP upgrade

A Design Review Report with a preferred treatment option has been submitted by the consultant and is under review by Irish Water. Third part surveys have commenced.

Quin WWTP upgrade

The Design Review Report has been accepted by Irish Water Asset Strategy and a Planning
Review has been completed with Clare Co. Co. Planning Dept. This project has now advanced to
Detailed Design Stage. Site investigation and third party surveys has commenced.

Flow Monitoring Project

Physical installation of equipment has been completed the commissioning phase is ongoing.

RURAL WATER PROGRAMME:
Circular L6/17 issued by the DHPLG on the 20th of September
published the full allocation of the Rural Water Programme for
Block and Scheme Specific Grant Allocations to Local Authorities
for 2017. Clare County Council received an allocation totalling
€399,166, with the allocation made up as follows:
• Measure 1 (a) - Water Quality (€56,774)
• Measure 2 - Water Conservation / Network Upgrades		
(€325,000)
• Measure 5 - Use of New Technology (€17,422)

It should be noted that the above allocation is inclusive of the
interim allocation of €169,213, published in Cicular L3/17. No allocation was made to Clare County Council under Measure 4 for
Transition of Schemes into public water sector.
4 schemes have been informed in relation to the allocation as
part of the recent publication.
2 Group Water Schemes whave been taken in charge by Irish Water Cree Clonina GWS and Moyglass Treanmanagh GWS transitioned into part of the Irish Water network as of 1 September.

Fire & Building Control Section (Main Activities)

SEP ‘17

2017 TO DATE

Number of Emergency Calls Attended

55

564

851

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Received

7

80

100

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Granted

8

63

103

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Invalidated

0

5
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Number of Disability Access Certificates Received

10

27

67

Number of Disability Access Certificates Granted

4

55

49

Number of Commencement Notices Received

19

267

327

Number of Dangerous Structures/Places Complaints

1

11

25

2016
Total

ENERGY REPORT
Energy Consumption data for Clare County Council has been submitted to the annual statutory reports under SI 426. The data is
updated and shows that Clare County Council has achieved 12.5 % increase in energy efficiency. The public sector target for energy
efficiency improvement is 33% by 2020. The summary findings of the Energy Management System to date are:Item

Comment

Energy Management System

• The Energy Management Policy is on display
• The Energy Management Team meeting every weeks to review progress on ISO 50001 stage 1 audit readiness.

Energy Costs

Energy Costs has reduced by 14.5% since 2014. The reduction in energy costs is mainly attributable to the
benefit centralised energy tariff negotiations, and energy efficiency upgrades in public lights and large
buildings.

Energy Consumption

The quantity of energy consumption in kWh, has increased by marginally since 2014. The increases have
occurred in the provision of increased public lights

Energy Performance

Clare County Council has achieved an increase in energy performance of 12.5% towards the required 33%
by 2020
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT

Capital Projects

Waste - Enforcement, Regulation and Management

Tenders for the construction of the Spanish Point pub•
lic toilet and amenity site are due back 29/09/17. These will be
assessed for their suitability and cost effectiveness and it is expected to appoint a contractor to progress the works once the
tender assessment has been completed.

•
The Waste Enforcement section continued to carry out
inspections throughout September in accordance with the Environmental Inspection Plan (based on RMCEI criteria). Inspections of Certificates of Registration, Waste Facility Permits and
Collection Permit compliances were also carried out, identifying
a number of non-compliances which are now being followed up
on by the team.
•
2 Waste Facility Permits were granted during the
month of September.
Work continues in policing and prosecution of illegal
waste activity throughout the County. A number of successes
have resulted from the deployment of recently purchased covert CCTV cameras with prosecution cases now being prepared
for court. 7 fines for illegal littering were issued in September,
with 8 letters issued to owners of abandoned vehicles.
•

•
Works have been progressing on the ground following Clare County Council’s successful application to the DCCAE
under Phase I of the Anti Dumping Initiative. Contractors are
completing gate\fence fabrication and installation, illegal waste
clean ups and installation of CCTV cameras on the Rocky Road
site as identified in the application. This work is now drawing
to a close. A further successful application was also made under Phase II of the initiative. The scope and costs for these sites
is now being assessed and works are expected to commence
shortly.
•
A Hazardous Waste Collection day is being planned in
conjunction with the Southern Region Waste Management Office. The purpose of this day is to facilitate the disposal of hazardous household waste, free of charge, at a designated Clare
County Council facility. This event is likely to take place in November.

•
Lahinch toilets and amenity facility - Construction
works are due to commence in the coming months. The work is
programmed to be completed by the 2018 bathing season.
Preliminary design remains ongoing for Kilkee’s public
toilets serving beach users.
•

Bathing Water
•
Twelve bathing areas (nine with blue flags, two with
green flags) were monitored from June to 15th September. All
results were sent to the EPA , they are visible to the public on
the EPA website www.beaches.ie
Prior warning notices were put in place on four occasions at bathing areas that have freshwater streams flowing into
them. This includes Kilkee, Spanish Point , Whitestand Milltown
Malbay and Lahinch. Prior warning notices inform the public
that there is a risk of increased bacterial levels in the water due
to predicted heavy rainfall.
•

Rivers
•
Forty County Clare rivers sites were sampled in accordance with the Water Framework monitoring programme. The
water quality data is used in the WFD classification schemes and
provide the basis for describing the state of the aquatic environment and for assessing the effectiveness of the programmes
of measures established through the river basin management
planning process. River sites upstream and downstream of EPA
licenced wastewater treatment plants were also monitored and
the results of the latter are uploaded to IW quarterly.
Waste Water Treatment Plants

•
The Enforcement team is also preparing for the introduction of the new Tyre Regulations due to come into force
01/10/17. Local Authorities have enforcement obligations under the Regulations and so will be contacting suppliers \ retailers of tyres who have not signed up to the scheme. Thereafter
regular inspections and audits will be required of these premises on an ongoing basis.
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•
Plants are monitored in compliance with the EPA
wastewater discharge licences. All results are sent to IW monthly and notification of exceedance of the licence limits are sent
to the water services section of Clare County Council.
Section 4 Water Pollution Discharge Licenced Premises
•
Fifty two sample inspections have been carried out to
date in 2017 at licenced premises according to the annual RMCEI plan.
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ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

WATER SAFETY
• All Lifeguards finished service on Sunday 10th September.
• Six Clare County Council lifeguards were selected on the Irish Life-

saving team, who attended the European Lifesaving Championships in
Belgium during September. Three days of pool events in Bruges and
three days of beach events in Ostende made this a very gruelling event.
19 countries competed in Youth and Senior categories. The events involved are all simulated rescue events – some based on speed and others on rescue skills. Team Ireland brought home a total of 29 medals
– 8 of these were won by the Clare lifeguards.
Pictured left: Roisin Cahill ( Spanish Point / Whitestrand) – Gold &
Bronze; Lily Barrett ( Whitestrand) Gold, silver, 2 bronze; Ryan Shannon
(Killaloe) - Finalist; Marley Haugh ( Fanore) 3 x top ten finishes; Katie
Shannon ( Spanish Point) 2 silver; Aoife Deane ( Seafield) – Finalist.

Clare Garden Festival Autumn Fair and to Ogonnelloe Exchange
for their Siol Harvest event.
Environmental education and awareness leaflets and material
included:
1. Stop food Waste leaflets, spaghetti measurers; meal planners;
measuring scoops, spaghetti portion measurers
2. Waste prevention and recycling tip leaflets, Keep cups and
Reuseable bags;
3. Greener Cleaning booklet and Green Gardening Booklet
4. Streamscapes booklet on river catchment management
5. Green Dog Walker leaflets and Car bin Tidies
This is a great example of Clare County Council working collaboratively with voluntary groups and supporting and empowering
communities in terms of delivering their own awareness campaigns.
• Greener Festival Training

• The 2017 summer season was a busy season for the Co Clare
lifeguard service as reflected in the below statistics:
INCIDENT

SEASON TOTAL

Rescue

91

First-Aid

665

Lost Child

39

Advice Given

19952

Accidents Prevented

10728

Other

77

The first introductory sessions for Green Festival Ambassador
and Leader training took place at the Armada Hotel, Spanish
Point, on Tuesday, 19th September 2017 and at the Templegate
Hotel Ennis, on the 26th September. This Clare Tourism initiative funded by the Clare Local Development Company through
the LEADER Rural Development Programme Ireland 2014 – 2020
is being supported by the Environment Section, Clare County
Council, There has been good interest from festival /events organisers to date. The final introductory training session will take
place at Killaloe hotel, Killaloe, on the 3rd October and subsequent to this ten festivals/events will be selected for local training.
• Greener Clare Brand
The focus over the next number of months will be the development of a Greener Clare Brand. The branding will be used in
materials and leaflets developed to support communities with
their own local environmental projects such as anti litter initiatives, waste prevention projects, greener festivals, awareness
stands etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
• Secondary Schools Competition
In order to promote a better understanding of environmental issues within secondary schools in County Clare, the Environment
Section of Clare County Council is organising a competition for
the best video of less than three minutes on an environmental
issue by a secondary school in Clare.
It is hoped to use the contest as a means of building on the information and commitment students have about environmental
issues and helping them to develop communication skills in how
to convey what they know and what they believe to others using
language, images and even music through video. Notifications
were issued to secondary schools in September. The deadline
for submitting the video entries is the 26th January 2018.
Community Environmental Awareness Stands
During September environmental education and awareness
leaflets and material were provided to Kilrush Tidy Towns for a
stand at Kilrush Enterprise Town, Bank of Ireland, business and
Community Expo, Clare Environmental Network for a stand at
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GARDENING SECTION
Work commenced on the installation of a drying room in the
Gardening Section depot to facilitate health and safety requirements in relation to staff welfare. Gardening section continued
to maintain very high standards in ensuring the attractiveness of
the towns and villages in the county and ensures that the county
continues to build on its successes in the National Tidy Towns
competition.
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
(Housing, Sport & Amenities and Cultural Services)
September traditionally is a busy month with a real ‘back to school feel’ about the work of the Social Directorate.

HOUSING
Housing supply remains high on the agenda for Clare County Council with a special Council meeting occurring on the 18th September to update
the Members on the activities of the Social Directorate. At this meeting Liam Conneally, Director of Services, outlined the key priorities and activities of the Social Directorate. Ennis and Shannon towns remain the areas of greatest housing demand consequently the Council is seeking to
increase housing stock in both urban areas. A key objective of Government’s Rebuilding Ireland(Pillar 5) was to bring vacant stock back into use;
Mayo County Council have taken the lead in the role out of a central portal for notifying local authorities of vacant properties. To date in Clare
nine vacant properties have been notified and we are in the process of establishing if we have both the demand and the willingness of the owner
to bring the properties back into residential use. The website for reference is www.vacanthomes.ie.
Homelessness remains a priority and the Council is close to securing premises for the establishment of a Homeless Action Team (HAT) office in Ennis. The homeless figures for September are as follows: there were 32 presentations at our Homelessness Unit from 1st to 24th September 2017;
on the 24th September 2017, 12 out of 13 Beds at Laurel Lodge Hostel were occupied; there were 36 adults with 40 dependents (16 families, 9
individuals) in emergency accommodation. The Council is continuing to work with external agencies to provide accommodation and deliver for
homeless persons in County Clare.
Our objective to provide homes for families in need is achieved through many channels as outlined hereunder:
•
Acquisitions
Sales closed in respect of 13 number properties with contracts signed for the purchase of 10 properties during September. It is becoming increasingly difficult to secure property within the ceiling price limit set by the Department; that said the Council have purchased 60 properties during
2017 and will continue to do so while there is value for money in the market. While Government focus has shifted from house purchase to house
construction it is the intention to continue with our acquisition programme until such time as our capital construction commences.

•

Incentivised Schemes
Clare County Council is hopeful that the vacant homes website www.vacanthomes.ie will facilitate a greater take up of both the Buy and Renew
and Repair and Lease (RLS) schemes to bring properties back to use. In this regard we would welcome enquiries or expressions of interest should
any Member be aware of vacant properties in their locality.

•

Rental and Leasing
Clare County Councilis actively seeking to increase the supply of housing stock through these channels to meet the housing demand. Currently
applicants housing need is being met as follows:
- Rental Accommodation Scheme (RAS) = 394
- Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) = 1179
- Short term leasing = 115
- Long term leasing = 125
- Approved Housing Body lease arrangement = 83
•
Housing Refurbishment & Maintenance
The management and turnaround of our housing stock to minimise
voids is continuously assessed (see opposite):

*** This figure does not include properties which have become va-

cant after 1st October nor does it include acquisitions and long-term
voids

Grants
•
The demand for all three grants continues to grow and despite an increase in approvals there still remains ~300 grant applications on hand.
Applicant priority is assessed on medical, compassionate and waiting
time criteria. Letters of referral and support from HSE medical professionals is required for applications to receive immediate funding. The
Council is constantly reviewing applications on the waiting list under the
three grant schemes and prioritising them for approval. Total Approvals
issued in during September for works to proceed is (see opposite):

Housing Adaptation Grant for People
with a Disability

14

€233,000

Housing Aid for Older People

81

€356,907

Mobility Aids Grant

24

€107,600

Total Approvals issued during September

119 €697,507

This brings the total number of approved applications in 2017 to date to 376 with a value of €2.34 million.
•
Capital Construction
Opposite left is the status of capital housing projects:
Other capital projects: County Library Project - Provisional
Approval of Stage 2was issued by the Department in August
2017. The team is currently reviewing the condition of approval and is progressing to planning submission asap.
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
(Housing, Sport & Amenities and Cultural Services)

SPORT & RECREATIONAL

•
The new surface on Active Ennis John O Sullivan Park,
Lees Road is now in place and operational.
•
Ennis town has recently been awarded the Purple Flag
for 2017. The Purple Flag is an accreditation process similar to
the Green Flag awards for parks and the Blue Flag for beaches. It
leads to Purple Flag status for towns and city centres that meet
or surpass the standards of excellence in managing the evening
and night time economy. Active Ennis Tim Smythe Park made
special mention in the assessors report as being well presented,
and the ongoing development of the Park was highlighted.
•
A total of €2,350 has been granted to local community
groups and organisation for their participation in National Play

Day and Recreation Week held in July of this year. From the 11
applications, 6 successful events were organised by the following voluntary bodies: Clare Crusaders, Down Syndrome Clare
Branch, Feile Brian Boru, Lissycasey GAA, Scarriff Community
College and Lakyle National School.
•
Funding has been applied for through the LCDC, from
the Healthy Ireland Fund, for three all terrain wheelchairs. With
one to be based in Active Ennis John O Sullivan Park, Lees Road
and Active Kilrush Sports Complex. These wheelchairs will enable people with disabilities to tackle challenging surfaces with
confidence & safety. The achievement of an inclusive society
not only benefits those individuals and communities who are
positively impacted but in addition, allows society at large to
benefit from their contribution.

CULTURAL SERVICES

Clare Museum

Clare County Library
• The Surfbox self-service Print-Scan-Copy service already available at the libraries at Ennis and Shannon has been extended to
Scariff, Kilrush and Ennistymon libraries. Users can print from a
library computer and or can remotely print from their laptop,
home PC, tablet or smartphone. Black and White and Colour
Printing is available. Customers can also use Surfbox to scan documents to email or to USB.
• C arpet replacement was completed at Shannon library.
• Chess classes for primary school children started in Kilrush
library as one of the Creative Ireland library initiatives. It will run
for 10 weeks. The book ‘Days of Hunger; the Clare Volunteers
and the Mountjoy Hunger Strike of 1917’ by Tomas MacConmara was launched, also as one of the Creative Ireland projects.
• A very popular series of workshops on writing memoir got
underway in the DeValera library this month.
• On Culture Night poetry readings took place at the DeValera
Library where the Clare Poetry Collective hosted a BYOP (Bring
your own Poem) Open Mic event.
• Kilrush and Kilkee library staff took part in the Bank of Ireland
expo in Kilrush, highlighting the services provided by the library.
• Positive Ageing Week was marked by a ‘Painting for Fun’
workshop in Kilrush Library, facilitated by staff from the West
Clare Family Resource Centre.
• The Ennis Book Club Festival, supported by Clare library, held
a Roddy Doyle event in Glor as an extra to the annual festival.
• Film screenings, storytime, book clubs continued as usual.
• This month libraries around the county have hosted gatherings for all of the children who completed the Summer Stars
reading programmes. Stories, fun and excitement were provided

Clare Arts Office
•
Our traditional singers in residence began working in five
secondary schools.
• Exhibitions continued in Scariff Library, Clare Museum and
Cultúrlann Sweeney, Kilkee , which also hosted lectures as part
of the Kilkee Che do Bheatha festival.
• Clare Youth Theatre started back in glor with 18 members.
• Culture Night was a huge success with over 40 events taking place county wide in 18 towns and villages. Kind weather
meant there was a large increase in numbers attending outdoor
events in particular.

•
Main activities this month revolved around launching the
Education programme for the primary school term. The workshop on prehistoric Ireland has been successfully promoted to
local schools, with booking up to the end of the year.
•
The museum was involved in culture night and activities included a book launch and two exhibition launches on the
premises, including one for the Arts Office.
•
The museum has been assessed for accreditation under
the Museum Standards Programme for Ireland and is awaiting
a report.
•
Total visit for the month of September up to 22/09/2017
is 3,599. This is the highest figure for September since 2007.

Archives
• Digitisation work has progressed in the addition of content
the digital files for addition to the final interface for digitised
collections from the County Archives. Samples of metadata
have been sent to the consultant company in order to test the
data in terms of information retrieval.
•
The digitisation of Corofin Board of Guardian Minutes is
progressing well with approximately 50% digitised. Quotations
are being sought for the transcription or OCR being carried out
on these digital files due to the enormous numbers of volumes
and the scarcity of staff resources in Archives.
•
Work is progressing on the Ennis Urban Authority Collection. This collection consists of Minute Books, Managers’ Orders, Employee wage books and financial records in addition to
housing ledgers and drawings.
•
Several applications have been processed in conjunction
with the HSE to view confidential files within Our Lady’s Collection this month.
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THE MONTH IN PICTURES
RURAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY LAUNCH
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THE MONTH IN PICTURES
AROUND THE COUNCIL

Mayor of Ennis Cllr Paul Murphy and members of the Ennis Food
Festival Committee launched the 2017 Ennis Food Festival during
the Local Enterprise Office hosted Bia Fest at Ennis Market in
September. Ennis Food Festival takes place on 12-15 October.

Bridget Kirby from Shannon, winner of the Clare Older
People’s Volunteer of the Year award, with Mayor of Clare
Cllr Tom McNamara (left) and Clare County Council Chief
Executive Pat Dowling.

Tommy Scott, JJ Counihan, Councillor Mary Howard and Gerry
Murphy pictured outside The Helix in Dublin after Ennis was
named Ireland’s Tideiest Large Urban Centre for a sixth time. Both
Ennis and Kilrush also received Gold Medals.

Liam Conneally, Director of Social Development; author Roddy
Doyle; Mayor of Ennis Paul Murphy; and Sinéad Gleeson at
the Ennis Book Club Festival’s ‘Roddy Doyle in conversation
with Sinead Gleeson’ evening at Glor

Clare County Council hosted a delegation from Rhode Island,
USA, at Áras Contae an Chláir. The delegation was welcomed
to Ennis by Cllr. Tom McNamara (Mayor of Clare), Pat Dowling
(Chief Executive, Clare County Council) and Padraic McElwee
(Head of Enterprise, Local Enterprise Office Clare).

Cllr. Mike McKee, Cathaoirleach of Shannon Municipal District, and
Tom McNamara, Cathaoirleach of Clare County Council, at a function for Rhode Island Commerce Corporation at Durty Nellys. The
delegation, comprising business, tourism and government representatives, was led by Mayor Scott Avedisian, City of Warwick.
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